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COMPANY MANAGEMENT



-management is a set of principles, methods, techniques, and 

procedures that managers use in their work to ensure fulfilment

of the business objectives

-it is: a) an activity

b) a science

c) a group of people

-an entrepreneur can, but does not have to be a manager:
entrepreneur bears the risk and responsibility, is independent

manager acts as an entrepreneur/on behalf of the entrepreneur

entrepreneur identifies business opportunities, provides resources

manager pursues these opportunities



-main parts (functions) of management:

1. Planning

2. Organizing

3. Leading people

4. Decision making

5. Controlling



-the most important managerial function which influences all 

the other ones

-it is permanent designing

of the future

Plans – objectives and ways
to reach them

Designing an organizational structure

Staffing – number and structure of staff

Managing and leading people, motivation

Making decisions

Controlling how goals are fulfilled



-exists at every management level

-the lower the level of management, the more specific the 

planning, but also the lower the amount of planning work

-strategic planning: highest management levels

-long-term plans

-operative planning: mostly on lower levels

-short-term plans

-planning operational (ongoing) activities

-the main task of planning is to set goals and methods / 

procedures to achieve them!

-a different option... „trial and error method“

-is closely related to decision-making and information 

management



-the result is a set of plans (plans of different focus, level of 

detail and for different time periods)

-steps of planning

-each plan contains objectives and resources for its

implementation

Analysis of the initial situation

Developing variants and possible paths to 
achieve a particular goal

Decision, selection of a variant

Implementation of the plan



-plans depending on time horizon:

a) Long-term 5 years Strategic

b) Mid-term 2-3 years Tactical

c) Short-term up to 1 year Operational

-strategic: long horizon, many unknown variables and potential

risks, less structured, „vague“, top-level managers

-tactical: medium horizon, fewer variables, focus on a few 

specific areas, specifies partial objectives and ways of 

achieving them  financial goals, market objectives, HR 

goals etc.

-operational: up to 1 year, very specific plans, tasks and 

deadlines, low-level managers



-plans depending on objects of management:

a) from a functional perspective:

-general plans (for the firm as a whole)

-partial plans, plans of individual activities, e.g. R&D,

production, sales, finance...

b) from an institutional perspective:

-institutional plan (for the firm as a whole)

-business unit plans (plants, divisions, subsidiaries...)





-organization has a lot of definitions:

object (= institution)

attribute (= chaos vs. harmony)

structure (= system)

activity (= organizing)

-organizing as a managerial activity is a process of arranging

tasks, resources and relationships between them; it is the 

process of specifying and coordinating activities and 

relationships in the system for the purpose of efficiently 

transforming resources into defined goals

RESOURCES TASKS GOALS

TASKS

TASKS



-the result of organizing is an organizational structure, 

which ensures the division of rules, roles and responsibilities 

in the enterprise

-determines how information flows from level to level within the 

company

-includes elements such as departments and workplaces

-formal vs. informal organizational structure

-tall structure vs. flat structure

-functional structure vs. divisional structure

-line structure vs. line and staff structure

-modern types of structures: project, matrix, network



flat structure vs. tall structure
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functional structure vs. divisional structure
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line structure vs. line and staff structure
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project structure

with coordination with a separate department
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matrix structure
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network structure
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-focusing on goals!

-it is the ability or process of influencing people

-leaders set direction and help themselves and others to do 

the right thing to move forward (=reach company goals). To do 

this they create an inspiring vision, and then motivate and 

inspire others to reach that vision.

-formal leader

vs. informal leader

-cultural differences!



-each economic activity is a choice among several options

taking into account the final objective

-decision making = a process of making choices; involves the 

selection of a course of action from among two or more 

possible alternatives in order to arrive at a solution for a given 

problem

-decision = conscious act of choice between variants

-the economic principle, the principle of dominance, the 

principle of initiative

Decision on
objectives

Decision on 
methods of 

reaching
objectives

Decision on 
means of reaching

objectives



-process of decision making:

-information and risk!

The problem The options The decision

Defining the
problem

Gathering 
information and 
collecting data

Identifying
options

Weighing
the options

Choosing best
possible option

Plan and execute, 
follow up



-risk is the uncertainty that can (mostly) be measured by 

statistical methods

-it is the danger of business failure in the future

-entrepreneurial risk: the risk of undesirable deviations from 

planned results vs. hope for desirable deviations from planned

results  accepting the risk can bring losses, but also can lead

to exceptional profits

-external risks (political, macroeconomic, supply-side...) vs.-

internal risks (personnel, technical...)

-avoidable and unavoidable risks

-systematic and non-systematic (unique) risks



-the most typical risks:

a) Technological risk

b) Production risk

c) Commercial risk

d) Financial risk

e) Economic risk

f) IT risk

g) Political risk

-they must be evaluated, managed and minimized



1. Identify risk factors
2. Determine importance

of risk factors
3. Determine probability

of the risk
4. Evaluate the risk
5. Prepare and implement measures aimed at mitigating the causes 

of the risk
6. Prepare and implement measures to mitigate negative impacts

of the risk
7. Prepare a plan of corrective actions and monitor the 

development of risk factors
8. Prepare complex documentation related company´s risks
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-tools for (partial) elimination of risks:

a) diversification of business activities

b) risk-sharing with other entities (e.g. joint ventures)

c) risk transfer (long-term fixed contacts)

d) various financial instruments (forwards, futures, swaps..)

e) insurance



-risk aversion, risk neutrality, risk seeking



-Geert Hofstede





-how do objectives and plans compare to reality?

-detecting deviations from plan

-steps of the controlling process:

Selection of 
controlling
variables

Analysis of control
results

Control decision -
synthesis

Selection of 
variables

Selection of 
measuring
approaches

Deviations and 
their analysis

Evaluation and 
justification

Relevant
deviations and 

measures to take

Feedback


